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April's Samplers of the Month

You have two beautiful choices this month, one a reproduction and one a new design. Both have caught my fancy, and all that I want to
do is stitch.

"ES's Floral Sampler ca. 1840" from Ellen Chester/With My Needle:

I'm stitching mine with Belle Soie on Lakeside's 45c Chantilly Creme that I "modified" a bit with Distress It! before I began stitching
to try to make it more vintage. I'll try to finish the gorgeous floral motif in the center before the next newsletter. On the 45-count
the cross stitches stand up on the linen like little beads of silk. I hadn't been able to stitch on 45-count the past few months because
of what I attributed to a developing cataract. But all I needed was new glasses, and now I'm like a kid with a new toy! I haven't
progressed since last week on this because I got distracted on Monday after the UPS man delivered a box with our shipment of the
latest Loose Feathers design from the Blackbird ladies. (You can see below what the huge distraction was.)
During April you may purchase the chart ($12) + your choice of fabric and/or your choice of silks at a 15% discount.

"Harmony," a limited-edition design from Just*Nan:

In Nan's words, this limited-edition design is a harmonious combination of seasonal color and texture. Her model is stitched on32c
natural Belfast with Thread Gatherer silks and, for the season divisional titles, she used #8 Pearl Cotton. She has kitted her limitededition design with 4 colors of the Thread Gatherer silks, 4 antique gold charms, and 4 colors of beads in the seasonal shades.

I'm stitching my model on Lakeside 's 40c Vintage Wood Smoke with 4 seasonal shades of Belle Soie similar in value to those in the kit,
using the same silk for the seasonal divisions. Unfortunately, I can't capture the true colors here, not of the Vintage Wood Smoke nor
of the silk shades. For example, Spring is stitched in Belle Soie Spring Violets and the little over-one parts, like the chickies and the
rabbits, I am using Purple Paradise because the Spring Violets was too light. As you can see, it really doesn't photograph as violet. The
vagaries of digital photography! It's the photographer, I'm sure.

During April you may purchase the limited edition kit as packaged by Just*Nan ($50) as well as the natural
Belfast (32c), Edinburgh (36c), or New Castle (40c) for $12 at a 15% discount OR you may purchase the
kit packaged with Belle Soie + Vintage Wood Smoke in your preferred stitch count for $65 less the 15%
discount, $55.25.

Thread Gatherer's Silk Packs

If you're an Attic Addict member, one of April's specials is Thread Gatherer's limited-edition silk threadpacks, and one of them is "Bird
Parts" (includes a chart, "Just Flocking Together," that features a funky feathered friend and words and quotes about birds) ~ Andrea
has already stitched it, and here is her rendition of it using the silks.

2009 Loose Feathers from Blackbird Designs

As I said earlier, this week we received our long-anticipated Loose Feathers #35, the first in this perennial favorite from the very
talented Blackbird ladies, Barb and Alma. Several weeks ago we invited all of you to join or rejoin our Loose Feathers Club ~ no
membership fee; simply a commitment on your part to receive these bi-monthly designs for the coming year, but we hadn't talked about
thread and/or fabric. We're heard from some of you already, but now we have more information about what's in store for this year.
For 2009 there will again be a bonus chart with each Loose Feathers pattern (5 in all), and this year those bonus designs will all be sewing
accessories. At the end of the year, Barb and Alma will provide a pattern for a whimsical sewing bag to hold all of the accessories.

Here is the Peacock Pinkeep as pictured on the chart, with its bonus pattern, the needlebook. Both are shown stitched on 28c Weeks
Dye Works hand-dyed gingham fabric. The pinkeep is stitched with Belle Soie Rose of Sharon and Tortoise Shell, and the needlebook
with hand-dyed cottons. I LOVE Rose of Sharon Belle Soie, but if you're a regular reader of this newsletter, you know that I personally
prefer to stitch on smaller-count linens. I thought the peacock would like very proud and beautiful in Belle Soie Peacock, and this jeweltone silk, I think, shows off in full glory on a deep, rich linen. So off I went, hurrying home Monday night to begin stitching this, and I
couldn't stop! I LOVE it. The construction of it as shown on the pattern with 28c linen will give you a 6-inch circular pinkeep ~ on 40c
linen your pinkeep will be 4 inches in diameter. Here's my peacock. Don't you just love the threaded needle he's holding?!

Again, the photographer (me!), even with my Nikon that I love, couldn't
capture the rich tones of the Peacock Belle Soie on the gorgeous Vintage Autumn Gold. You'll just have to take my word for it that she
is very beautiful.
So if you're already joined/rejoined the Loose Feathers Club, we need to know if you'd like fabric as well and, if so, which and what
count?
Enough of the 28c gingham for the pinkeep and needlebook is $22; the 40c Vintage Autumn Gold cut is $29. Also, please let us know if
you'd like the Belle Soie as well: Rose of Sharon or Peacock AND Tortoise Shell.

I am very sorry to report . . .

. . . that our Merry Cox Workshops, scheduled for this November, have been postponed until November 2010. I know that all of you who
were looking forward to this weekend event will understand and join me in sending Merry our prayers and hugs. Her mother is gravely ill,
and as I'm sure you can appreciate, focusing on anything that requires the least amount of concentration (like kit making) is impossible
at a time like this, as is knowing what the next months will bring. All of us who have traveled this very difficult journey with a beloved
parent understand and send our love.

Coming in November . . .

. . . our Third Spectacular Sampler Symposium ~ scheduled for Friday night,
November 13, 6 p.m. through mid-day on Sunday, November 15. We have just
begun the process of putting together the faculty and workshops for this special
weekend and will post them in a future newsletter as soon as we have the details. We
hope that you can join us.

New in the Shop

On the back cover of Blackbird's newest book, "My Heart is True" released at Nashville, is pictured a wonderful project, "Friends With
You Project Book" ~ the project uses Moda fabric designed by Barb and Alma, and we now have available a set of the quilting fabrics
called out in the book for making this project. The package with the prequilted fabric, the two pocket linings, and the fabric required
for the bias-strip edging is $16. If you've already purchased from us the prequilted fabric, you may purchase the additional 3 cuts for
$4.

If you haven't already purchased this wonderful 32-page book, "My Heart is True," with a plethora of marvelous projects, don't delay.
Blackbird's books are going out of print fast and furious lately, so don't make me have to tell you that "I'm sorry but that isn't
available any longer." I'm a people pleaser and don't like to have to say that I can't get it for you.
From The Crossed Wing Collection :
two new scissors fobs, "Cardinal Head Study" and "Chickadee Head Study," each using the knot technique introduced to the
world by Teresa Layman ~ these kits include the printed muslin and chart to do the design, along with templates, diagrams, and
written instructions to do a scissor fob and coordinated scissor case and needle case.

"Dog's Day Out" ~ $10

In their Hummingbird Collector's Series, the 2009 hummer, "Fiery-Throated Hummingbird" ~ chart, $5 ~ 28c or 40c fabric,
$10

This isn't here yet but on its way, but we simply couldn't wait to show it to you. "Friendship Samplers" chart ($18) from Country
Stitches includes designs for six mini friendship samplers ~ they're shown in the 2 x 2 1/4" Twisted Thread Tin Frames ($13). Aren't
they simply adorable?! We've ordered lots of these, but if you want to reserve the chart and frame(s), let us know and we'll make sure
you get it from our first shipment.

These are here, all from Primitive Things .
First row, left to right, 85w x 467h, "Miriam Dowd ($14) ~ "Lizzy Dunn" ($12) ~ "Hattie Estella Snowdell" ($14) ~ Second row,
the bottom half of "Miriam Down" and "Emma Hill" ($9) and "Crimson Vine" ($14)

"Purple Showman" kit ($28), new from Shepherd's Bush ~ and "Tree of Life" ($8) by The Vermillion Stitchery ~ how fantastic this
would be on 40c Vintage Sand Dune in Belle Soie?! Hmm, I see a porject to keep me busy this evening when we're open late.

As always, there's more, but it's again longer than it should be ~ here's a few pictures from last week's workshop with Milady's Needle
~ of Gloria teaching/demonstrating ~ and a few of the finished boxes at the end of the day! Thank you, Gloria, for coming and spending
one of your vacation days with us ~ and teaching us to finish this beautiful Acorn project.

Additionally, one of the "treats" that we got to see was a pinkeep, stitched over 1 on 28c linen that matched this limited-edition
"Cottage Charm Pocket" kit ($30) that many of us fell in love with the moment we saw it last year. The kit comes with 40c V. Pear, Belle
Soie, and the beautiful finishing fabric to make the pocket.

As is my custom and practice, I always make these longer than they should be ~ I wanted to show you the
special time that several of us had this past week when we were treated to a one-woman show, all stitched
by Andrea, many within the past several months, many over 1, all beautiful ~ I'll just show you a few this
week, and save more for next time.
Here's Lizzie Kate 's "ABC Lessons" kit ($32) over 1 on 28c ~ My Big Toe 's "Miracles Happen" stitched on 28c Weeks dyed gingham ~
and The Good Huswife's "Home Sweet Home." More to come from Andrea's needle ...........

Wishing you a very special and memorable time with your family and friends, whether you're celebrating
Passover or Easter.

I hope that you are enjoying as beautiful a Springtime as we are here in the Southwest desert (shhhhh, don't tell anyone or we'll have 3
million more people want to live here). The geraniums are so happy that they are blooming beautifully in glorious shades of red in our
front flower bed.

Oh, I almost forgot to tell you one more thing: Tuesday through Thursday night next week we will have some very beautiful special
handmade wood needlework accessories ~ some of you saw some of these if you were with us in November. Ann will be visiting Arizona
next week and bringing with her more of her husband Roger's beautiful work. I'll photograph and put in a mid-week newsletter next
week, but many of these are one-of-a-kind items and all will go back to Virginia with Ann when she leaves here next Friday. If you live in
the area, you'll want to see these in person.
Enjoy your week.

Jean Lea
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